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The Powerful Play By Different Rules
Summary:
Our Prime Minister has some skeletons in the closet. Pity mainstream media doesn't dig a bit deeper
.... on both sides of the political divide.
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Master Magician Turnbull Does It Again.
How can someone so wealthy have a history of businesses that don't make enough money to pay
tax? This guy is amazing. One trick after another .... makes Harry Houdini look like an amateur.
Turning himself from poor boy to Rhodes Scholar to Goldman Sachs Banker to Labor
hopeful to Liberal Prime Minister. Amazing.
This story fleshes out his partnership with Neville Wran and their adventures with some Star
companies that did a bit of Siberian gold mining in the outlaw arena of post Communist Russia. All
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made possible with help from their good mates at Panama law firm Mossack Fonseca.
SMH --->>> Turnbull Gold Deal - A Tale From Siberia
(Psst .. it only works if you use a touch of bribery and a dash of corruption. Don't tell anyone ... we
don't want to spoil the magic trick).
"Mr Turnbull dismissed any suggestion of impropriety at the time, saying that the company had not
made any profits, and would have paid tax in Australia if it had." [Folks ..... did you see that flying pig
.... how does he do that?]
"The spokesman would not confirm or comment on the reported value of the Star Mining shares
acquired and sold by Turnbull & Partners." There is no suggestion Mr Turnbull knew about any
alleged bribes.
We think the Magician managed to turn himself into an Emperor after making the Abbott disappear.
Pretty soon his clothes may vanish. Maybe he could save himself some embarrassment by agreeing
to a Royal Commission into banking.
With more than 2 weeks till the election anything could happen. Bank Reform Now predicts a
landslide to independents. The LNP and ALP can't be trusted. Check out the video we shared the
other day. If we keep switching between Liberal and Labor governments we will keep getting what
we are now well and truly sick of.
Guys - this is a simple test. Both parties must support a fair dinkum investigation into banking. Both
parties must axe ratification of the phony free trade TPP. This would be good for our country. If they
refuse we know their loyalties are not with the people.
Let's bite the bullet and find something better. Let's save our rights, freedoms and Democracy.

Websites For More Information: Turnbull and Wran Mined For Siberian Gold
http://www.smh.com.au/business/panama-papers-things-not-quite-kosher-at-malcolm-turnbullssiberian-gold-mine-20160614-gpim15.html
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